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Abstract

Finding a way to generate electricity so as to satisfy the terms of sustainable development of
the entire society is the only way which will secure safe energy future. If we talk about energy
in the context of sustainable development, one of the most important element is
environmental protection. Since C02 emissions sternming from electricity generation have

predominant impact on climate change, one of the options for reducing emissions is the use of
fuels without carbon, such as e.g. nuclear fuel.

The future of nuclear power plants was considered in view of. nuclear fuel supply; potential
impact of fuel cycle on environment, power plant operation, decommissioning and secondary
products from electricity generation; and the entire nuclear power plant economy. Nuclear

power plants were also examined in the context of the Kyoto Protocol stipulating reduction of
greenhouse gases emissions. Nuclear power plants can not reduce C02 emissions in a short-
term because they already operate with maximum output, but in a long-run they can play a

significant role.

This paper is aiming to analyse the role of nuclear power plants in long terrn environmental
sustainability in electricity sector reforrn (liberalisation, deregulation, pnivatisation) in small

or medium sized power supply systems.

Nuclear power plants are associated with certain environmental aspects which will be taken
into account. A comparison will be made through externalities with other energy resources,
especially fossil fuels, which are prevailing energy resources, considering possible use of
nuclear power plants in the countries with small and medium-size grids. It will be given an
example of the role of NPP Kr�ko on air emissions reduction in Croatia.
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